Programming Ideas for SCVOS

A. Create a “How to navigate SC VOS to search for jobs” workshop @ your library.

B. Create a “VOS resume workshop” @ your library.

C. Include SC VOS as part of any job seeker workshop when discussing employment websites.

D. Conduct an overview class on SC VOS for patrons exploring its many features.

E. Consider asking your local One-Stop System personnel to conduct a monthly SC VOS class @ your library.

F. Have someone on your staff become very knowledgeable about SC VOS and be the go to person on SC VOS.
G. Have a trusted volunteer conduct a SC VOS workshop for patrons.

H. Market and advertise that you have special assistance with SC VOS during weekends and after 5pm.

I. Have an appointment system in place to alert patrons to schedule a time with library staff on having assistance one to one when using SC VOS.

J. Present library services at Workforce Centers, and Unemployment informational sessions.

K. Host a series of SC VOS workshops that cover all the many sections of SC VOS
   I. Job searching in SC VOS
   II. Resume and Letter Builders in the VOS system
   III. Career, Community, Veterans, Youth, Senior, Education, and Labor Market Services in SC VOS
   IV. Creating a Virtual Recruiter in SC VOS